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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], we introduced the concept of spanning dimension and showed that it 
was dual to the well known concept of Goldie dimension. Since Goldie dimension 
is useful in the study of quotient rings, it seems only natural to look for con- 
nections between spanning dimension and quotient rings and that is what we 
propose to do in this paper. 
The main tools used in studying these connections are hollow modules which 
occurred in [2] and idealizer subrings which were studied in [4]. Basically, 
we start with a hollow module and extract a right ideal of a ring from it. Then 
we consider the idealizer subring of that ideal and show that he original ring is 
a localization of the subring. Next, we exhibit a canonical method for extracting 
another ing from the subring and the subring is a localization of the third ring. 
In considering the above process we observe an interesting phenomenon. 
The process is finite ifand only if a certain simple module is a finite dimensional 
vector space over its endomorphism ring. In that case the number of rings in 
the chain of rings we have built is equal to the dimension of the space. 
Finally, we will use the extracted subrings to construct Ore domains which 
have certain division rings as their ings of quotients. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
All rings we consider will be associative with unit and all modules will be 
unitary. Inthe course of this paper, we will need to consider both left modules 
and right modules. If there is need to emphasize on which side of a module a 
ring operates, we shall denote the action by a subscript onthe appropriate side. 
By Mod-R (R-Mod) we mean the category of right (left) R-modules and linear 
maps and we shall write those maps on the side opposite the ring action. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let ME 1 Mod-R I. We say M is hollow if the sum of two 
proper submodules ofM is never M. 
It is easy to show that if M is hollow and finitely generated, then it is cyclic. 
Furthermore, anycyclic hollow module must be isomorphic to R/I where Iis a 
right ideal contained ina unique maximal right ideal. Inthat case R/I has a 
unique maximal submodule M/I where M is the unique maximal ideal containing 
T 
1. 
This relationship of unique containment is important enough for us to adopt 
a special notation a d terminology forit. Thus, if Iis a right ideal of R and M 
is the only maximal right ideal of R containing I, we shall say that Iis a unique 
containment right ideal (UCR ideal, for short) and we write I Cl M. (As long 
as we are adopting otation, we will use the notation Y(I) to denote the idealizer 
I.e., Y(I) = {r 1 Y E R, rI C r>. It is obvious that Y(1) is a subring ofR.) 
The following proposition c llects twoof the useful properties of hollow 
modules and the unique containment relationship. For proofs, we refer the 
reader to [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let I_C’ M C R. 
(1) W C -Wf). 
(2) If H is a right ideal ofR, then H + M = R if and only if H + I = R. 
From property (1) of proposition 2.2, it immediately follows that M is an 
ideal if Iis. However, a more interesting caseoccurs when M is not an ideal, 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let I C’M _C R where M is not a 2-sided i eal. Then 
RI=Randthereisanr~RforwhichrIfI=R. 
Proof. Since Iis a right ideal, RIis a two sided ideal. Since IC RI, the only 
maximal right ideal which could possibly contain RIwould be M. But then, 
from part (1) of proposition 2.2, M would be an ideal. Thus RI = R. Now, 
since RI = R, there must be an Y E R with rI e M. Then we would have 
YI + M = R. But that implies rI+ I = R using part (2) of proposition 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let I Cl M d R where M is not a 2-sided i eal of R. Then 
R is a projective r ght J(I)-module andR &(,) R = R. 
Proof. By proposition 2.3, we can find rE R such that r1+ I = R. Thus 
there are ir,i,EIwithri,+i, = 1. Defineq:Y(1)@9(1)--+Rbycp(cll,/3) = 
~a+ j3. Next define 4: R + Y(1) 0 $(I) by 1+4(s) = (iIs, i& It is then easy 
to check that & is the identity on R. Thus R is a direct summand of a free 
right Y(I)-module so R must be projective. 
Next, if a @ b E R &,JR, one easily sees that a @ 6 = 1 * a @ b = 
(rila + i2a) @ b = ri,a @ b + &a @ b = r @ i,ab + 1 @ i,ab = (yi + iJ @ 
ab = 1 @ ab. Thus the second statement easily follows. 
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3. CONNECTIONS WITH QUOTIENT RINGS 
Throughout the next wo sections, we shall be concerned only with the case 
where the maximal right ideal containing I isnot an ideal. Then the hypotheses 
of theorem 2.4 hold and R is a projective right Y(I)-module on two generators, 
landr. 
Since R is projective, th  functor R @x(,) :9(I)-Mod --+ R-Mod is the 
exact left adjoint of he inclusion fu ctor i:R-Mod -+ X(I)-Mod. Thus R-Mod 
is a Giraud subcategory f Y(I)-Mod. It is well-known (see [6]) that here is 
a 1 - 1 correspondence between Giraud subcategories of the category ofleft 
modules over aring and Gabriel topologies on that ring. Below, we recall some 
relevant definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let S be a ring. A left Gabriel topology onS is a non-empty 
set of left ideals F uch that: 
(1) ifIEF and JlI, then JEF. 
(2) IfIand JareinF, thenIn JEF. 
(3) IfIEFandsES,then(I:s)={t]t~S,tsEI}EF. 
(4) IfIisanyleftidealofS, JEFand(I:j)EFforeachjE J,thenIEF. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If F is a left Gabriel topology onS and ME 1 S-Mod 1, 
we let &f = lim Hom,( J, M/t(M)) w ere h t(M)=(mImeM and Jm=O 
for some J E F} and the direct limit is taken over the family of left ideals ofF. 
If we apply the above construction to the ring S, we obtain another ring 
FS called the ring of quotients of S with respect toF. Furthermore, if ME 
] S-Mod I, then FM E IF S-Mod j. 
Now suppose that C is a Giraud subcategory f S-Mod and T: S-Mod + C 
is the left adjoint to he inclusion fu ctor. We obtain a left Gabriel topology onS 
by considering theset of all eft ideals, 1, for which T(S/I) = 0. Thus, in the 
situation where IR C! MR C R and we consider R @ . : S(I)-Mod -+ R-Mod, 
we get a left Gabriel topology onY(I) by considering the set of all eft ideals J 
such that R @x(,) Y(I)/J = 0. H owever, using the exactness of R @ -, it is 
easily seen that his topologyF isjustF = {J I R @x(l) J= R) = {J I R * J = R}. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If I, M, R and F are as above, then F = {J I J 1 I}. 
Proof. If J 3_ I, then RJ = R since RI = R. Thus J E F. On the other hand, 
ifRJ = R, wecanfindr, ,..., Y,ERandj, ,..., j, E Jwithr;j, + *a* + mj,=l. 
Then, if ieI, i = (irl)jl + ... + (ir,,)jn and the right hand side is obviously 
in J. Thus 16 J. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let IR C! MR C R. Let F be the same F of proposition 3.3.Then 
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(1) rX(,l(Rs(,l) = I whue ~#(,)(a) denotes the trace ofthe projective module 
R in .9(l). 
(2) R = lin? HomdJ, f(I)) w ere h the direct limit is taken over F. 
(3) If T E 4(I)-Mod, then FT = R @s(l)T. 
Proof. (1) Suppose f: R - 9(I). Then if x E R we may consider f (x) as an 
element of R. Thus f(x) = f (1 . x) = f(rilx + i2x) = f (r)ilx + f(1)&x = 
f (ril + iJ . x = f (1) *x. Thus f (1) E9(I) and f (1) .x E Y(I) for all xE R. 
So HomdR, =W) = {Y E WI Y E 4%. Th us r,(,)(R) certainly contains I 
since Homg(,)(R, #(I)) does. Furthermore, T(R) = C yR = C y(rI + I) = 
C (yrl + yI) C I where the summation is taken over all of the above y’s. Thus 
T.H,)(R) = 1. 
(2) First we note that (9(I)) = 0 for if x E t(Y(I)), thenthere is j EF 
withjx=O.ButJ>IsoIx=O.Butthenx=l.x=ri,x+i,x=O.Thus 
#(I) = lick Homg& J, $(I’)) = Hom,(,)(I, 9(I)) since J 3 I. 
Since Iis the trace of a projective module, it must be idempotent. Then, it is 
easy to see that Homx(,)(I, Y(I)) = H omfl&I, I). Now we define a function q~: 
Horn/&I, I) -+ R by q(f) = r((i,)f) + (Qf. We also define #:R + Horn(o) 
(4 I) by (9 #(S) = is for s E R. It is easy to check that vand z,G are ring morphisms 
and inverses of each other. 
(3) The third statement follows from proposition 5.3, p. 210 of [6]. 
4. CHAINS OF IDEALIZERS 
Suppose that IR C! MR C R. Then, the simple right R-module R/M is obviously 
a right $(I)-module and it is natural toask whether or not it is a simple right 
Y(I)-module. Th eanswer to this question isdefinitely no as is shown by the 
next proposition. H wever, it is easy to see that if rI + I = R, then the right 
9(I)-homomorphism pr : Y(I)-+ R/M given by v,(l) = rl + M is epic since 
any element of R/M is of the form x+ M and q+(ilx) = r&x + M = x-i2 + 
M = x + M. Now let I, = {s 1 s E 9(I), rs E M}. Obviously I,is the kernel 
of vr . Next let M, = {s 1 s E 9(I), rsI C M}. Then it is also clear that M, is a 
right ideal of 9(I) containing I,.
PROPOSITION 4.1. If R, I, M, I, and n/r, are as above, then M,. is a maximal 
right ideal in9(I) and I, C! M,. . 
Proof. From the preceding remarks, itis obvious that R/M is isomorphic to 
J(I)/& .Now consider (0 : I) C R/M where (0 : I) = {x + M 1 x E R, xl C M}. 
This is an Y(I) submodule of R/M. Furthermore, if P is a proper Y(I)-sub- 
module of R/M, then P C (0 : I). Otherwise, ifpE P andp $ (0 : I), thenpIg M. 
Thus PI is a non-zero R-submodule ofRIM and so P = RIM. Thus every 
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proper Y(I)-submodule must be contained in (0 :I) which must be maximal. 
Translating this back to Y(I)/Ir wesee that he inverse image of (0 : I) under 
vr is M, . So every 9(I) submodule of $(I)/& is contained in M,/I, .Taking 
inverse images in Y(I) now establishes t  result. 
One further comment on proposition 4.1is in order. The module R/M is 
never asimple S(I)-module since 1E (0 : I) so (0 : I) is never zero. 
The above proposition shows us the possibility of defining an idealizer chain 
with interesting properties. W  start with a ring R and a right ideal I Z! M C R 
where M is a maximal right ideal. Then pick YE R so that rI + I = R and from 
these form X(I), I’ and M’ as above. Now, if M’ is not an ideal in $(I), there 
must be Y’ E Y(I) with r’I’ + I’ = 9(I). Now we form 9(I’) within 9(I) and 
continue inthis manner obtaining I” and M” and if M” is not an ideal we can 
continue. In this way we obtain a chain of subrings ofR 
R>$(I)IY-(I’)r) ... 
and in each ring there is a topology with Itn) as a base and for which 9(P)) is 
the ring of quotients of $(P+l)). 
It would be nice to know when and if the above chain terminates andwe 
propose to give necessary and sufficient co ditions forsuch termination n the 
next few theorems. The first proposition gives us some information about he 
inverse image in R of the (0: I) in proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let I be a UCR ideal of R and M its associated maximal 
ideal. Let V = {x I XI C M}. Then V = 4(M). 
Proof. The establishment of the fact hat 4(M) C V is trivial. Next we 
claim that Hom,(R/I, R/M) s V/M. I n order to see this we consider the pair 
of exact sequences below: 
0~ I --R---t R/I -0 
+ 
O-M-R- RIM-0 
If v E Hom,(R/I, R/M), then, by the R-projectivity of R, we may lift q~to an R 
homomorphism of itself. Since all such homomorphisms are induced by left 
multiplication by an element of R we see that q(E + I) = xl + I where xE R 
and xl C M. Since lements ofM induce the zero map, our claim is established. 
Now let us examine V/M more closely. First we note that any non-trivial 
map from R/I to R/M must have a maximal submodule as its kernel. However, 
since I is UCR ideal, the only such maximal submodule must be M/I. So if 
x + ME V/M, then xM C M. Thus V _C Y(M) and we are done. 
Before we proceed to proposition 4.3we note the fact hat I being aUCR 
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ideal implies Hom,(,)(R, )= H om,(R, R) = R. To see that his is true we 
need only show that any right 9(I)- en d omorphism of R is also an R-endo- 
morphism. But this is easy since f(~s) = f(~(r;r + i2)s) = f(mils + xi2s) =
f(XY)ilS + f(x)izs = f(x(ri, + 4))s = f( x s ) f or any s E R and f E Hom,(,)(R, R). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let I be a UCR-odeal nd M its associated maximal ideal. 
Then HomX&R/J(M), R/9(M) g 9(M)/M. 
Proof. Since 9(I) L9(M), it does make sense to consider the above mentioned 
endomorphism ring. Consider the exact sequence ofJ(I)-modules 
0+9(M)+R+R/Y(M)+O 
Any 9(I)-endomorphism of R/Y(M) may be lifted toan 9(I)-endomorphism 
of R since R is right Y(I)-projective. Thus any 9(I)-endomorphism of R/Y(M) 
is induced by left multiplication by an element of R by the previous remark. 
Furthermore, this element must leave Y(M) invariant dthus must be an 
element of Y(M). Thus HomX(,)(R/9(M), R/Y(M)) must be a quotient ring 
of 9(M). Since the kernel ofthe map from Y(M) to HomX(,,(R/S(M), R/Y(M)) 
must contain M and since M is a maximal ideal inY(M) the result isestablished. 
Before stating and proving the main result concerning chains of idealizers 
we introduce onefinal bit of terminology. We shall call the chain of rings defined 
immediately prior to proposition 3.2aUC chain based at I. We now note that 
such a chain terminates precisely when the maximal right ideal extracted at the 
last stage is two sided. Furthermore, it isan easy exercise to show that amaximal 
right ideal is two sided if and only if the dimension fR/M as a left vector space 
over End,(R/M) is equal to one. This last idea is important in he proof ot the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let M be a maximal right ideal of R and I a right ideal of R 
with IC! M. Every UC chain based at I terminates if and only ;f dim(R/M) is 
Jinite when R/M is considaed as aleft vector space over End,(R/M). 
Proof. If M is a two sided ideal of R, then the dimension fRIM is 1 and 
the chain terminates at R since there can be no Y with YI + I = R. So we suppose 
M is not two sided. Then pick YE R with YI + I = R. From the remark pre- 
ceding proposition 4.1, we know that he map yr : Y(I) -+ RIM is epic. From 
proposition 4.1itself, we know that R/M is a hollow S(I)-module and from 
proposition 4.2we know that its unique maximal submodule is Y(M)/M. 
Now consider the exact sequence ofY(I)-modules 
0 + Y(M)/M -+ R/M + R/#(M) -+ 0 
Each of the above is a left vector space over End,(R/M) = 9(M)/M. Since 
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the dimension f4(M)/M is one, the dimension fR/#(M) is either infinite 
or one less than the dimension fRIM. 
First suppose the dimension fR/M is finite. Then dim(R/$(M)) = dim 
(R/M) - 1. Now returning to the M’ defined just before proposition 4.2, we 
note that $(1)/M ’is isomorphic to R/Y(M) as Y(1) modules. Thus the endo- 
morphism ring of 9(1)/M ’is isomorphic to $(M)/M by proposition 4.3. Now 
we have dim(Y(I)/M’) = dim(R/M) - 1. If we continue iterating thechain 
we must eventually come to a simple module which is one dimensional over its 
endomorphism ring. But that means that he maximal right ideal used to define 
that simple module must be two sided. Itis then that he chain will stop. 
On the other hand, if the dimension fR/M is infinite, the dimension feach 
of the simple modules formed from the chain must also be infinite. Thus we 
never extract a wo sided maximal ideal and the chain ever ends. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let M be a maximal right ideal ofR and I a right ideal ofR 
with IQ M. If RIM is a finite dimensional leftvector space over End,(R/M), 
then the number of rings inany UC chain based at I is equal to dim(R/M). 
Proof. The proof ollows immediately from the proof of theorem 4.4. 
It is now easy to find examples of infinite UC chains. All we need to do is 
make sure that dim(R/M) is infinite. As a rather t ivial c se, consider the ring, 
R, countable row finite matrices over afield and let M and I both be the right 
ideal consisting of all matrices with top row zro. Then it is easy to see thate 
End,(R/M) is just he base field k and R/M is just acountable dimensional vector 
space over k. Thus here we will have an infinite UC chain based at M. 
5. QUOTIENT RINGS OF ORE DOMAINS 
Once again suppose that IC! M C R but drop the supposition that M is not 
an ideal. BySchur’s lemma, we know that End,(R/M) is a division ring. The 
next heorem shows that he idealizer of I can be used to extract anOre domain 
from End,(R/M) in such a way that End,(R/M) is the ring of quotients of the 
domain. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let I Cl MC_ R and let R/M be a uniform ight 9(I)-module. 
Then Y(I)/M n X(I) is a right Ore domain and End,(R/M) is its ring of right 
quotients. 
Proof. We know that End,(R/M) is canonically isomorphic toY(M)/M 
and so there is an obvious ring homomorphism from Y(I)/M n 9(I) to $(M)/M 
since J(1) CY(M). Since Y(M)/M is a division ring, .Y(I)/M n 9(I) must 
necessarily be a domain. Now let a, b E $(I) but a, b 6 M. Then a and b to 
a and 6 in R/M under the canonical m pfrom R to RIM. Since RIM is a uniform 
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right X(I)-module, there are xand y in Y(I) with ZY = by # 0. But translating 
this to 4(1)/M n Y(I) must mean that he ideals generated by a and b must 
have non-zero intersection. Thus 9(1)/M n X(I) is an Ore domain. 
Now let fe 9(M) but f$ M. The image off in R/M under the canonical 
map is jand if we consider the cosets j and i, the uniformity of R/M implies 
the existence of X, y E f(l) with $X = iy # 0. Thus, translating o Y(M)/M, 
we see that 3 = J for some 3, y E $(I)/M n 9(I) and so f = yx-r and we 
are done. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If I, M and R are as above and RIM is a uniform left Y(I)- 
module, then Y(l’)/M n Y(I) is a left Ore domain and End,(R/M) is its ring of 
left quotients. 
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